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We report a design strategy to combine the benefits from both gradient structure and transformation-
induced plasticity (TRIP). The resultant TRIP-gradient steel takes advantage of both mechanisms,
allowing strain hardening to last to a larger plastic strain. 304 stainless steel sheets were treated by
surface mechanical attrition to synthesize gradient structure with a central coarse-grained layer sand-
wiched between two grain-size gradient layers. The gradient layer is composed of submicron-sized
parallelepiped austenite domains separated by intersecting ε-martensite plates, with increasing
domain size along the depth. Significant microhardness heterogeneity exists not only macroscopically
between the soft coarse-grained core and the hard gradient layers, but also microscopically between the
austenite domain and ε-martensite walls. During tensile testing, the gradient structure causes strain
partitioning, which evolves with applied strain, and lasts to large strains. The g / a0 martensitic
transformation is triggered successively with an increase of the applied strain and flow stress. Impor-
tantly, the gradient structure prolongs the TRIP effect to large plastic strains. As a result, the gradient
structure in the 304 stainless steel provides a new route towards a good combination of high strength
and ductility, via the co-operation of both the dynamic strain partitioning and TRIP effect.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It has been a challenge to produce metals and alloys with both
high strength and high ductility [1e5]. High strength can be ach-
ieved by well-known strategies such as grain refinement, defor-
mation twinning, nano-twins, second-phase particle
strengthening, solution hardening, and work hardening. However,
this usually comes with sacrifice of ductility [4e9]. Ductility is
measured under tensile loading either as total elongation to failure
or as uniform elongation. The decrease in ductility with increasing
strength is often observed because i) high strength metals often
have low strain hardening rate, as in the case of cold workedmetals
and nanostructured metals [1,3e7]; ii) according to the Consid�ere
criterion, a high-strength metal would need a higher strain hard-
ening rate to reach the same uniform elongation as that of a low-
strength metal [8,10].
lsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
A promising strategy for simultaneously improving the strength
and ductility is proposed recently by combining several plastic
deformation and strain hardening mechanisms in steels [11e15].
Each hardening mechanism may be active over a certain strain
range, but several of them together could collectively produce a
high strain-hardening rate to improve ductility, when at least one
of them persists over a wide range of the imposed tensile strains
[11,12]. One of the most effective approaches to increase both strain
hardening and ductility is the transformation-induced plasticity,
i.e. the TRIP effect, which is observed in dual-/multi-phase steels
[11e13,16e18], TRIP steels [11,12,19e23], bainite steels [15,24], etc.
In these steels, the phase-specific deformation mechanism takes
effect at different stress or strain levels and therefore, the global
plastic response is composite-like, which critically depends on the
evolution of stress transfer and dynamic strain partitioning among
different phases [11,12]. In addition, martensitic transformation is
activated at varying local stress or strain levels during the tensile
tests, which provides not only higher strain hardening but also
excellent plasticity, when the TRIP effect is designed to sustain over
a wide strain range [11,12]. In addition, to produce good TRIP effect,
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the phase transformation needs to persist up to large strains. High
strain hardening rate is reported to originate from the harder phase
produced by phase transformation as well as mechanical in-
compatibility, i.e. strain partitioning, between different phases with
different flow stresses [11e13,16]. Strain partitioning causes strain
gradient at phase boundaries, which is accommodated by
geometrically necessary dislocations [25,26] and consequently
enhances strain hardening [27]. Recently, a microstructural design
concept, referred to the TRIP-maraging steel, is proposed [11]. The
strength and ductility were improved simultaneously from three
effects, i.e. the TRIP effect by nano-scale austenite, maraging effect
by nano-precipitation, and composite effect due to strain
partitioning.

Recently, another approach employing gradient structure (GS)
has been reported to produce a superior combination of yield
strength and ductility [28e34]. The GS often consists of the grain-
size gradient layers (GLs) with increasing grain sizes along the
depth towards the central coarse-grained (CG) core layer. For
gradient structured metals with stable gradient structures, high
ductility is attributed to an extra strain hardening due to the
presence of strain gradient and the change of stress states, which
generates geometrically necessary dislocations and promotes the
generation and interaction of forest dislocations [29]. The GS may
produce an intrinsic synergetic strengthening, with its yield
strengthmuch higher than the sum of separate gradient layers [34].
This is due to the macroscopic strength gradient and mechanical
incompatibility between layers [29e34]. Such a mechanical in-
compatibility was also found to produce high back stress, which
may contribute to both strength and ductility [3,35].

The objective of this investigation is to propose a design strat-
egy, referred to as the TRIP-gradient steel, to produce high strength
and high ductility. The 304 austenite stainless steel (304ss) is
chosen as the model material due to its TRIP effect during tensile
testing [36e44]. The mechanical properties of 304ss have been
extensively studied [45e48]. In early studies, gradient structure in
304ss was reported to produce a high yield strength of 950 MPa
with a ductility of 30% [49,50], but its plastic deformation and strain
hardening mechanisms were not explored. In this work, we com-
bined the gradient structure with the TRIP effect in 304ss. In
particular, the TRIP effect was designed to operate in a wider strain
range, which depends on dynamic strain partitioning associated
with the composite-like deformation in the GS. Microstructural
observations and measurements were performed on tensile
deformed samples to correlate the excellent strength and ductility
to the strain partitioning and TRIP effect.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Materials and SMAT process

In the present investigation, as-annealed AISI 304ss disks were
used, with a diameter of 100 mm and thickness of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm,
respectively. The chemical compositionwas 0.04 C, 0.49 Si, 1.65 Mn,
7.8 Ni, 16.8 Cr, 0.37 Mo and the balance Fe (all in mass%).

The surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) technique
was used to produce the gradient structured 304ss specimens, with
a central CG layer sandwiched between two gradient layers (GLs).
During the SMAT process, spherical steel shots of 3-mm in diameter
were accelerated to high speeds using high-power ultra-sound to
impact on the sample disk [51,52]. Because of the high frequency of
the system (20 kHz), the entire surface of the component is peened
with high density of impacts over a short period of time. The SMAT
processing time was the same for both sides of each disk, which
was 1e15 min. No crack was observed on the sample surface after
SMAT processing.

2.2. Mechanical property tests

Tensile specimens were cut from the SMAT-processed disks.
They are dog-bone shaped with a gauge length of 15 mm and width
of 3 mm. Specimens of varying thicknesses in the gradient layers
were also prepared for both tensile testing and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measuements of phase transitions at different depths and
applied tensile strains. These specimens were prepared by polish-
ing away the whole SMAT-processed sample from one side via
mechanical polishing at first and later electro-polishing of at least
150 mm thick at room temperature, leaving behind the specimen of
desired thickness.

Uniaxial tensile tests were carried out at a strain rate of
5 � 10�4 s�1 at room temperature using an MTS Landmark testing
machine. An extensometer was used to measure the strain during
tensile testing. Uniaxial tensile stress-relaxation tests were also
performed under strain-control mode at room temperature. Upon
reaching a designated relaxation strain, the strain was maintained
constant while the stress was recorded as a function of time. After
the first relaxation over an interval of 60 s, the specimen was
reloaded by a strain increment of 0.6% at a strain rate of 5� 10�4 s�1

for next relaxation. Three stress relaxations were conducted for
each designated strain. All tensile tests were performed three times
on average for each condition to verify the reproducibility of the
monotonic and cyclic tensile stress-strain curves.

Vickers microhardness (Hv) indentations were made in the
gauge section tomeasure the Hv evolution, prior to and after tensile
testing respectively, under a 25 g load across the cross-section of
the gradient structured specimen.

2.3. Microstructural characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were
conducted to investigate microstructural evolution in the GS sam-
ples during tensile tests in a JEM 2010 microscope with an oper-
ating voltage of 200 kV. TEM disks were cut from the gauge section
of tensile samples after suspension of tensile testing at designated
strains.

Electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) observations were
conducted using a high-resolution field emission Cambridge S-360
SEM equipped with a fully automatic Oxford Instruments Aztec 2.0
EBSD system (Channel 5 Software). A scanning step of
0.03e0.08 mm was performed during the EBSD acquisition. Due to
spatial resolution of the EBSD system, the collected Kikuchi pat-
terns can be obtained automatically at a step resolution of 0.02 mm
and correspondingly misorientations less than 2� cannot be iden-
tified. The samples for EBSD examinations were mechanically
polished carefully followed by electro-polishing using an electro-
lyte of 90 vol% acetic acid and 10 vol% perchloric acid with a voltage
of 40e45 V at about �40 �C in a Struers LectroPol-5 facility.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measuements were performed to obtain
the phase transfor- mation information during tensile tests using a
Philips Xpert X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation. The sam-
ples were carefully prepared by mechanical polishing plus elec-
tropolishing from the surface to reach the designated depths after
suspending tensile testing at varying designated strains. The phase
volume fractionwas estimated from the peak integrated intensities
Ihkl after background subtraction. The volume fraction of a0-
martensite, Va0 , was calculated using the equation,
Va0 ¼ Ibccð110Þ=Ibccð110Þ þ Ifccð111Þ.
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3. Results

3.1. Mechanical behaviors

3.1.1. Tensile property and strain hardening
Fig. 1 shows the tensile behaviors in various gradient structured

specimens as well as the CG specimens for comparison. Fig. 1(a)
displays the quasi-static engineering stress-strain curves. A two-
stage flow behavior is visible in the stress-strain (s�ε) curves of
both the GS and CG samples. Taking CG as an example, the s�ε

curve consists of a parabolic segment at the initial stage, followed
by a sigmoidal or S-shape segment at the second stage. This leads to
two inflection points on the strain hardening rate

�
Q ¼ vs

vε

�
versus

true strain curve as shown in Fig. 1(d). Two inflection points are
marked by I1 and I2, respectively, corresponding to the onset of Q
up-turn and down-turn. The initial deformation stage is charac-
terized by a low flow stress and a decreasing strain hardening rate
with strain. This stage is associated with planar slip of partial and
dissociated dislocations and the formation of ε-martensite plates
[38,39]. The second stage begins with a rapid rise in Q, i.e. Q rise,
due to the deformation-induced g/ a0-martensite transformation
[41e48], which is one of the major contributors to the TRIP effect.
The final drop in Q is caused by dynamic recovery.

Fig. 1(a) shows the increase of yield strength (s0.2) of all
gradient-structured specimens of 1-mm thick (superscript repre-
sents specimen thickness in mm) with increasing SMAT duration
(subscript, minutes), with a slight decrease of uniform tensile
elongation εu. For example, the processing by SMAT for 15 min, i.e.
GS115, increased s0.2 by 132% while εu dropped by only 30%, which is
consistent with an early report on gradient structured IF steel [29].
Interestingly, the combination of s0.2 and εu may be optimized by
adjusting either the SMAT processing period or sample thickness
[34]. Taking the GS215 sample (2-mm thick) as an example, which is
twice thick as the GS115, both its s0.2 and εu increased over those of
Fig. 1. Tensile mechanical behavior of gradient structured (GS) 304ss. (a) Engineering tensile
and superscript of GS represent SMAT period (minutes) and sample thickness (mm), respecti
True s�ε curves. (d) Strain hardening rate (Q) versus true strain curves. I1 and I2 on the s
the CG sample. As the original thickness was reduced from 1 to
0.5 mm, s0.2 increased significantly, but uniform tensile elongation
also decreased.

Stand-alone gradient layers of various thicknesses from GS15
were tested further to investigate their mechanical behaviors. The
s�ε curves are shown in Fig. 1(b). The top layer of 20 mm thick, i.e.
GL0:025 film, has s0.2 as high as 1700 MPa but necking occurred soon
after yielding. Increasing the thickness to 40 and 70 mm (GL0:045 and
GL0:075 films) led to typical two-stage flowbehavior similar to that in
GS15, but with uniform elongation even above 20%.

Fig. 1(c) shows the true stress-strain curves of all GS samples
and GL films, which show high strain hardening during the uniform
deformation. The flow stress reached as high as 2 GPa in GL0:045 .
Fig. 1(d) shows global strain hardening responses of all GS samples.
For the CG sample, Q decreases first, which is followed by a large
increase, and then, drops again all the way to final necking. All GS
samples show a similar trend ofQ evolutions. The only difference is
the shifting of Q rise to low starting stain. For example, the strain is
0.1 for Q rise in GS115, which is much less than 0.2 for CG. It is
noteworthy, however, that the Q rise in the GL films, e.g. GL0:045 ,
begins at a very small strain as compared to that in GS samples.
3.1.2. Microhardness evolution
The microhardness (Hv) evolution may reveal strain hardening

behaviors locally in the GS samples during tensile deformation.
Based on the Q�ε curve of GS15 sample shown in Fig. 1(d), several
tensile strains were selected for conducting Hv measurements to
correlate the global strain hardening with local strain hardening.

Fig. 2(a) shows the Hv profile at varying applied global tensile
strains in GS15. Before tensile testing, Hv gradient appeared along
the depth, clearly demarcating the central CG core and GL of
~250 mm deep on both sides. The Hv value near the treated surface
is 3.5 GPa, much larger than 2 GPa in the central CG core. At the
tensile strains of 0.05 and 0.1 prior to the onset of Q rise (Fig. 1(d)),
stress-strain (s�ε) curves at the strain rate of 5 � 10�4 s�1. CG: coarse grain. Subscript
vely. (b) Engineering s�ε curves. GL: gradient layer. Superscript: GL thickness (mm). (c)
�ε curve of CG: inflection points. Note that the strain is applied global strain.



Fig. 2. (a) Hv evolution with tensile strains along the depth in GS15 sample. Number indicates true strain for Hv measurements after suspension of tensile testing. Dotted line: Hv of
as-annealed CG sample. (b) Hv evolution along the depth in GL0:075 sample. Note that the strain is applied global strain.
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Hv increased uniformly in the central CG layer, but hardly changed
in most of the gradient layer. Even when the applied global tensile
strain increased to 0.22, and the Q rise has already started
(Fig. 1(d)), the Hv in the top surface hardly changed at all, in
contrast to the significant Hv increase in the CG layer. An obvious
Hv rise in the top surface is not observed until tensile strain reached
0.35. Note that this strain is far beyond the Q peak and already in
the strain range of final Q drop. Finally, by the end of uniform
elongation at the strain of 0.4, the top layer showed an even higher
Hv increasewhile the initial Hv gradient almost disappeared, which
is very different from the reported Hv evolution in IF steel [29]. The
Hv evolution was also measured in the free-standing GL0:075 film
during tensile deformation as shown in Fig. 2(b). Hv rises instantly
even at true strain of 0.1, in sharp contrast to what is observed in
GS15 where Hv remains unchanged as shown in Fig. 2(a).
3.1.3. Dislocation density evolution
Fig.1(d) reveals aQ drop soon after yielding in GS samples much

faster than that in CG. The stress relaxation tests were then con-
ducted to correlate theQ drop with themobile dislocation behavior
during this initial strain stage. Fig. 3(a) shows the s�ε curve in both
GS15 and CG samples by stress relaxation testing. A number of
relaxation strains were selected to cover the initial strain stage.
Fig. 3(b) shows the decay curves of the mobile dislocation density,
rm, with time at varying relaxation strains. The details for calcu-
lating rm can be found elsewhere [29,53]. rm is featured by an
initial rapid drop followed by leveling-off as relaxation time ex-
tends. The final mobile dislocation density, requi, is shown in
Fig. 3(c) as a function of relaxation strains.

Interestingly, requi dropped initially in GS15 sample until a strain
of 0.03 and then increased until a strain of ~0.1, followed by a final
Fig. 3. Stress relaxation tensile testing. (a) True stress-strain curves. (b) Evolution of mobile
sample (right). Arrows in right figure indicate requi change with strains. (c) requi vs true str
drop. In contrast, the requi in the CG sample rose first up to a strain
of 0.04 and then dropped continuously. The rise in requi, which
relates to the total dislocation density, is usually related to the in-
crease in strain hardening [29,53]. Comparing Figs. 1(d) and 3(c)
reveals that the increase in requi coincides with the initial drop of
Q up to the strain of 0.1. Hence, even with a rapid Q drop, the
uniform deformation may still continue mainly due to the accu-
mulation of dislocations. This is well in line with the observation in
the gradient structured IF steel [29].

3.2. Microstructural evolution

We studied both the microstructure and the g/ a0-martensitic
transformation before and after tensile testing in GS15 samples to
correlate the tensile property and strain hardening with the
microstructural evolution.

3.2.1. Microstructure by SMAT processing
Fig. 4 shows EBSD images in GS15 sample after SMAT processing.

Fig. 4(a) shows equi-axial grains of austenite with an average grain
size of 25 mm in the central CG layer. Fig. 4(a-1) is an overlay of the
corresponding EBSD image map (in grayscale) and the martensite
phase map (in green), which indicates the presence of a0-
martensite with a volume fraction of ~6% in original austenite of CG
samples. The phases become indiscernible in the gradient layer
mainly due to the small microstructural sizes in the severely
deformed state. As seen in Fig. 4(b)/(b-1) and 4(c)/(c-1), the high
density of band-like stripes are visible in most grains. This indicates
significant refinement of original coarse grains by these stripes,
even though the contours of most of original grain boundaries are
still visible.
dislocation density (rm) vs time at various relaxation strains in the CG (left) and GS15
ain in GS15 and CG samples. Note that the strain is applied global strain.



Fig. 4. EBSD images at varying locations in gradient structured GS15 sample before tensile testing. (a)e(c) Microstructures at central CG layer and at depths of ~180 and 60 mm deep,
respectively, in the gradient layer. (a-1) Overlay of the EBSD image quality map (in grayscale) and martensite phase map (in green). (b-1) and (c-1) EBSD image quality map showing
deformation fringes. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Detailed TEM observations were then conducted to investigate
the microstructure and constituent phases in the gradient layer of
GS15 sample. Fig. 5 is a series of TEM images showing typical
microstructure in the original coarse-grain interior at the depth of
~180 mm. Fig. 5(a) shows the intersecting bands of two {111}g ori-
entations which are originated from grain boundaries and extend
into the grain interior. The initial constituent phase in these bands
Fig. 5. TEM micrographs in the gradient layer in GS15 sample at the depth of ~180 mm belo
ε-martensite plates in two orientations as marked by two blue arrows. b and c. Bright- and d
ε-martensite plates (triangles in blue) or inside ε-martensite plates (arrows in red). d and
respectively. Note deformation twins parallel to ε-martensite bands and inside each parall
parallelepiped domains. Note the co-existence of fcc-g, g-twin, ε- and a0-martensite. (For inte
web version of this article.)
is ε-martensite, which was formed at low strains by the planar slip
of partial dislocations due to low stacking fault energy of 304ss
[37,38]. These ε-martensite bands subdivide the original coarse
grains into a large number of submicron-sized parallelepiped do-
mains with austenite interior [37,38,44,50]. Fig. 5(b) and (c) are
enlarged bright- and dark-field images and its corresponding
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern is given in Fig. 5(f).
w treated surface. a. Bright-field image showing parallelepiped domains separated by
ark-field images, respectively, showing a0-martensite formed either at intersections of
e. Dark-field TEM images showing deformation twins in ð111Þg and ð111Þg planes

elepiped domain. f. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern covering several
rpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the



Fig. 7. Statistic side lengths of parallelepiped domains along the depth.
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Two types of a0-martensite are observed in the shear bands. One is
granular, as indicated by blue triangles, which is nucleated at the
intersections of ε-martensite bands [37,44]. The other is plate-
shaped, which is located inside and along ε-martensite bands, as
indicated by red arrows shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). Both were
formed via the ε / a0-martensite transformation [42e44]. More-
over, deformation twins of two different orientations, parallel to
ε-martensite bands, are revealed by dark-field TEM observations, as
shown in Fig. 5(d) and (e). These twins are close to ε-martensite
bands, but their growth is blocked by ε-martensite bands.

The parallelepiped domain is typical of themicrostructural units
in the gradient layer during SMAT processing. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show
the presence of the submicron-sized domains by subdivision of
ε-martensite bands at the depth of ~100 and 50 mm, respectively.
Parallel domain walls are clearly seen in Fig. 6(b), oriented along
two 〈110〉 zone axes so that these two domain walls are edge on.
The third domainwall can be seen in Fig. 6(a) because it is not edge
on. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the domains are elongated with one side
much longer than the other. Fig. 7 shows that the sizes of both
domain sides decrease when approaching the treated surface in the
gradient layer.

Shear bands are occasionally observed in the gradient layers.
The SMAT may produce a strain rate as high as 103 s�1 near the
treated surface [51]. Two types of microstructures are observed in
shear bands. One, as shown in Fig. 8(a), consists of ε-martensite
bands with a high density of stacking faults, with the formation of
granular a0-martensite by the ε / a0 transformation. The other, as
shown in Fig. 8(b), consists of ultrafine-grained austenite, which is
Fig. 6. TEM micrographs showing parallelepiped austenite domains separated by
ε-martensite bands in the gradient layer at the depth of (a) ~100 mm and (b) 50 mm.

Fig. 8. TEM micrographs showing two types of shear bands in gradient layer. (a)
Stacking faults in a shear band that contains granular a0-martensite at ~80 mm deep
from treated surface. Lower left inset shows the SAED pattern indicating the
ε-martensite with a ½1100� zone axis. (b) Recrystallized austenite grains in a shear
band. The upper right inset is an enlarged image of dislocation-free austenite grains in
the shear band and the lower left inset is an SAED pattern showing low-angle mis-
orientations between the austenite grains.
likely formed by the a0 / g reverse transformation due to heat
effect in the shear bands [54e56]. The upper-right inset is an
enlarged image showing dislocation-free, recrystallized austenite
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grains. The bottom-left inset is an SAED pattern, indicating low
angle grain boundaries of these austenite grains.

3.2.2. Change of a0-martensite fraction during tensile testing
The g / a0-martensitic transformation is expected to be

affected by both the austenite domain size in the gradient layer and
the local applied strains and stresses during the tensile test. The
domain size gradient observed in the gradient layer is expected to
affect the g / a0-martensitic transformation and consequently the
TRIP effect during the tensile testing. A series of XRDmeasurements
was carried out to measure Va0 at varying depths and tensile strains
during tensile testing of GS15 sample. The strains were chosen based
on the Q�ε curve in Fig. 1(d) and Hv change in Fig. 2. The objective
is to correlate Va0 with the global and local strain hardening and to
clarify the effect of gradient structure on TRIP effect.

Fig. 9(a) shows several typical XRD spectra at varying depths
and applied strains in the GS15 sample. Fig. 9(b) plots the calculated
Va0 as a function of applied tensile strain at varying depths. The
results clearly indicate the dependence of Va0 on both depths and
global tensile strains. For the central CG core, Va0 remains around 5%
at low strains. It does not rise rapidly until the strain of 0.1 and lasts
up to 0.22. Finally, Va0 levels off at the strain of 0.25 and keeps
unchanged until the end of the uniform deformation. It is noted
that the strain range for the rapid rise of Va0 coincidewith the rise of
the global Q as shown in Fig. 1(d). The level-off of Va0 indicates the
absence of g / a0-martensite transformation at large strains. In
other words, for the CG core, the g / a0-martensitic deformation
and the related TRIP effect occur only in the global strain range of
0.1e0.22. This is consistent with what was observed in the uniform
CG 304ss [38,39]. Fig. 9(b) shows the high initial a0-martensite
content produced during SMAT processing in the gradient layer.
Remarkably, a substantial rise of Va0 in the gradient layers starts at
larger strains. For example, the g / a0-martensite transformation
occurs in the global strain range of 0.22e0.38 at the location of
160 mm deep from the surface. In other words, the g / a0-
martensite transformation in the gradient layers lagged behind the
CG core.

Comparing Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 1(d) reveals that the g / a0-
martensite transformation occurred during the whole range of
uniform deformation. In other words, the gradient structure
enabled the g / a0-martensite transformation to last much longer
than CG to help improving the ductility. In addition, the evolution
of Va0 correlates well with the Hv changes in Fig. 2.

Fig. 9(b) also shows that Va0 in the free-standing GL0:045 film rises
rapidly even at the low small strain. By the end of the uniform
elongation, Va0 at both sides is close to 97%, which is larger than
Fig. 9. Quantitative a0-martensite transformation during tensile testing in GS15 and GL0:045 . (
and three locations in gradient structured GS15. The number on spectrum represents the tru
martensite as a function of tensile strains.
those at varying depths in the gradient layer. This is probably due to
their much higher flow stresses.

3.2.3. Microstructural evolution during tensile testing
The parallelepiped domains shown in Figs. 5 and 6 is the basic

microstructural unit for accommodating plastic deformation in the
gradient layer. The plastic response determines the mechanical
properties and strain hardening behavior of the gradient structured
samples during tensile deformation. TEM observations were used
to study the microstructural evolution in the parallelepiped do-
mains with tensile strains in GS15 sample. The applied tensile strain
for TEM studies was determined based on the Va0 evolution in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10(a) shows the microstructure at ~160 mm deep at an
applied tensile strain of 0.25. A row of elongated domains was
analyzed in detail. Several long plates (marked by red arrows) are
determined to be a0-martensite according to SAED patterns. Each
domain interior is still austenite. A large number of granular a0-
martensite grains, indicated by blue triangles, are also seen, which
are formed via ε / a0 phase transformation. Both the volume
fraction and grain sizes of a0-martensite are increased as compared
to those shown in Figs. (5) and (6). Fig. 10(b) shows a domain taken
at ~120 mmdeep at an applied tensile strain of 0.3. Four-side frames
have been transformed completely to a0-martensite according to
the SAED pattern. The a0-martensite deformed plastically and
dislocation entanglement was formed in their interiors. The
domain interior is still austenite but with dislocation cells. This type
of microstructure should have the most differences in flow stresses
between the domain frames and interior, as the frames have been
transformed completely to a0-martensite. Therefore, local strain
partitioning is strongest. As the applied tensile strain further
increased to 0.35 at ~50 mm depth as seen in Fig. 10(c), all domain
interiors were transformed into a0-martensite. The SAED pattern
shows a discontinuous ring of the bcc structure. Dislocations are
observed in a0-martensite. Fig. 10(d) shows a large number of
granular and plate-shaped a0-martensite with a little ε-martensite
left.

4. Discussion

4.1. Dynamic strain partitioning

The gradient structure reported here will cause strain parti-
tioning during tensile tests. The strain partitioning has two origins
at two different scales. One is macroscopic across the whole sample
thickness, while the other is microscopic between the domain
interior and walls of each parallelepiped domain. Both types of
a) XRD spectra measured at several elected tensile strains for free-standing GL0:045 film
e tensile strain at which XRD measurement was carried out. (b) Volume fraction of a0-



Fig. 10. TEM micrographs showing a0-martensite transformation in the gradient layer of the GS15 sample during tensile testing. (a) a0-martensite plates as indicated by red arrows.
Blue triangles mark granular a0-martensite at intersecting ε-martensite. Interior: austenite. (b) a0-martensite plates on four sides with an austenitic interior. Inset is the SAED pattern
showing the bcc lattice with the [001] zone axis taken from the upper side. (c) a0-martensite on both the sides and interiors. Inset shows the ring-like SAED pattern indicating a bcc
lattice. (d) a0-martensite. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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strain partitioning evolve during tensile testing due to the depen-
dence of the g/ a0-martensite transformationwith applied tensile
strains and the austenite stability of domain sizes as well. In this
sense, the dynamic strain partitioning is expected, similar to that in
TRIP-maraging steel [12].

Macroscopically, a gradient Hv exists across the gradient
structured sample as shown in Fig. 2. The Hv is lower in the CG core
than that in gradient layers on both sides. The former yields first,
while the latter is still deforming elastically. Hence, the gradient
structure will begin with a composite-like deformation. As a result,
the CG core bears more plastic deformation. This is evidenced byHv
evolutions with tensile strains as shown in Fig. 2. The Hv keeps
nearly unchanged inmost of the GL at tensile strains of 0.05 and 0.1,
respectively, in contrast to a gradual rise of Hv in the CG core due to
strain hardening. This indicates the onset of strain partitioning
between the central CG core and gradient layers. Furthermore, the
whole gradient structured sample can be approximately regarded
as the integration of many thin layers with increasing Hv toward
the surface [34]. The plastic deformation occurs in sequence of
neighboring layers with low to high flow stresses. As a result,
plastic strain partitioning continues as the GL begins to deform
plastically and lasts up to the end of the uniform elongation. The
strain partitioning at the macroscale is, actually, an intrinsic prop-
erty of the gradient structure due to the presence of the initial Hv
gradient.

Microscopically, large Hv difference exists between the paral-
lelepiped domains and martensitic domain walls. The austenite
domains are softer than ε-martensite walls that surround domains
from all sides as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, this Hv difference will
be increased after the onset of the g / a0-martensite trans-
formation in the domain walls upon further straining as seen in
Fig. 10(a) and (b). The a0-martensite may deform plastically and
store entangled dislocations. Besides, the g / a0-martensite
transformation in the gradient layers begins at large strains and
finishes by the end of uniform elongation based on the XRD mea-
surements shown in Fig. 9(b). These observations suggest that the
deformation is not uniform between the domain interiors andwalls
at the microscopic scale. In other words, dynamic strain partition-
ing occurs microscopically in each parallelepiped domain and
continues until the final stage of uniform deformation. This
microscopic strain partitioning can be mapped semi-in-situ using
EBSD and image analysis [16].

The dynamic strain partitioning is associated with the me-
chanical incompatibility at both the macroscale and microscale.
Firstly, two interfaces exist, demarcating the elastic and plastic
layers in the gradient structure during tensile deformation. These
interfaces will migrate toward the surface in the gradient layer with
increasing applied strain as shown in Fig. 2. Mechanical in-
compatibility is produced at elastic/plastic interfaces. Secondly,
mechanical incompatibility still exists between soft domains and
their hard walls. As a result of these two types of mechanical in-
compatibility, strain gradients are generated near both elastic/
plastic interfaces [34] and austenite/martensite interfaces. These
strain gradients produce geometrically necessary dislocations and
increase both the yield strength and strain hardening [29,34,57]. It
has been reported that mechanical incompatibility will also cause
high back stress and back stress hardening [35,58]. Detailed in-
vestigations are being carried out to study this issue.

Both the soft CG layer and soft austenite domains will bear more
strain than the hard ones during tensile deformation of the gradient
structure. As a result, dynamic strain partitioning causes an
enhanced uniform ductility, especially when strain partitioning
lasts up to the end of uniform deformation.
4.2. Deformation-induced phase transformation and TRIP effect

The deformation-induced g / a0-martensite transformation
plays a crucial role in strain hardening in homogeneous CG 304ss



Fig. 11. Synergy of yield strength and uniform elongation produced by combination of
gradient structure and TRIP effect in 304ss, as compared with those reported in 304ss
with other types of microstructures.
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[38e43]. It induces a Q rise as shown in Fig. 1(d). However, it is
difficult for the phase transformation to last until the final strain
stage. XRDmeasurements shown in Fig. 9(b) reveal the onset of the
g / a0 transformation at first in the CG core in the gradient
structured GS15. The Va0 rise in the CG core begins at true strain of
~0.1, slows down after the strain of 0.22 and finally stops at the
strain of 0.3. In other words, the TRIP effect occurs only in the strain
range from 0.1 to 0.3 for the CG core. It is noted that the strain of 0.1
happens to match that for the onset of Q rise as shown in Fig. 1(d).
This indicates that the g / a

0
transformation in the CG core is

responsible for Q rise.
The starting strain for the onset of g / a0 transformation shifts

to 0.1 in GS15, much smaller than 0.18 in homogeneous CG 304ss.
This is likely caused by the complex evolution of the stress-state in
the gradient structured sample. Plastically deforming metals
should have an apparent Poisson’s ratio of 0.5, while elastic de-
formations usually have a Poisson’s ratio of ~0.3 [34,59]. As
revealed in Fig. 2(a), the CG core has already started plastic defor-
mation at the strain larger than 0.05%, while gradient layers are still
largely elastic. Under uniaxial tension, the CG core should laterally
shrink more than elastic gradient layers. This will lead to tensile
lateral stress in the CG layer and compressive lateral stress in the
gradient layers. Since the g / a

0
transformation is accompanied

with volume expansion, the lateral tensile stress should promote
the phase transformation [60,61], which is the reason why the
onset of the g / a0 martensitic transformation for the CG layer is
shifted to lower tensile strains in gradient structured samples.

Interestingly, a strong delay of the g / a
0
transformation is

visible in the gradient layers as seen in Fig. 9(b). This delay is caused
mainly by three reasons. First, the austenite domains become
smaller and smaller with decreasing distance to the surface. The
small grain sizes deter the onset of phase transformation [11].
Second, the gradient layer only bears a lower plastic strain than the
CG core due to the strain partitioning. Third, the lateral compressive
stress in the gradient layer should also have played a significant role
in delaying the martensitic transformation. It is further deduced
from Figs. 1 and 9(b) that the g / a0 martensite transformation is
controlled not only by the strain level and local stress state as
discussed above, but also by the applied stress level. There exists
probably a minimum stress level to trigger the phase trans-
formation. The free-standing GL0:045 film starts the plastic defor-
mation at very high stresses, which is why the g / a0-martensitic
transformation may start almost immediately upon plastic
deformation.

In the gradient structure the a0-martensite transformation takes
place in the whole strain range from 0.1 to the sample failure, as
seen in Fig. 9(b). In other words, the gradient structure enables the
a0-martensite transformation, and consequently the TRIP effect, to
last over a large strain rage, which effectively increases the uniform
elongation. Taking the GS15 sample as an example, the a0-martensite
transformation is prolonged to the strain of more than 0.3, as
compared to ~0.25 in the CG sample (see Fig. 9(b)).

The combination of the gradient structure and the TRIP effect
produces a combination of strength and ductility that is superior to
what was reported earlier, as shown in Fig. 11. This is especially true
in the high strength regime, where the TRIP-gradient 304ss has
much higher ductility than those reported for other homogeneous
samples.

5. Conclusions

SMAT processing of 304 stainless steel has produced a gradient
structure with two gradient structured layers sandwiching a
coarse-grained core layer. The gradient layers consist of parallele-
piped austenite domains separated by hard ε martensite walls, and
a domain size gradient along the depth.
During tensile testing of the gradient structured 304ss samples,

the CG core starts plastic deformation first, while the gradient layer
is still deforming elastically, causing macroscopic strain partition-
ing and mechanical incompatibility, which consequently produces
a tensile lateral stress in the CG core and compressive lateral stress
in the gradient layers. The tensile lateral stress in the CG core
promoted early g / a0-martensite transformation, while the
compressive stress in the gradient layers delayed TRIP to a larger
applied tensile strain. In addition, smaller domain size in the
gradient layer also delays the a0-martensite transformation. As a
result, the TRIP effect is prolonged to the end of the tensile test, in
contrast to the TRIP effect in homogeneous CG samples, where TRIP
effect usually ends early. In other words, the gradient structure can
spread the TRIP effect over a larger strain range to enhance
ductility.

The TRIP-gradient 304ss shows an excellent combination of
yield strength and uniform elongation. The multiple plastic re-
sponses, including the dynamic strain partitioning and phase
transformation intrinsically inter-linked with each other and co-
contribute to the observed superior mechanical properties.
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